Coinage And Identity In The Roman Provinces
minting identity: coinage, ideology and the economics of ... - minting identity: coinage, ideology and
the economics of colonization in akhaian magna graecia foreign settlement not as a ‘fondation d’une colonie’,
cities, emperors and popes: coinage and the construction ... - coins and identity are intricately linked.
cities and rulers used coinage to strengthen a sense of collective identity, both in the ancient roman world and
the early modern period. searching for identities in the coinage of pautalia - key words: provincial
coinage, pautalia, identity, identification issues. the ongoing discussions concerning the identity problematics
in the field of ancient history and archaeology tend to change substantially the way the researchers approach,
analyze and interpret the sources. key issues, as for example the romanization, are being reevaluated and
perceived in an entirely different discourse ... the coinage commemorating nero’s “liberation” of the ...
- the coinage commemorating nero’s “liberation” of the greeks 113 alexandrian identity and the coinage
commemorating nero’s “liberation” of the coinage of iaitas in the context of west sicily - the coinage of
iaitas in the context of west sicily 555 from the agora (407), peristyle house 1 (387) and theatre (337) (p. 10),
but because 86 were illegible the study is based on 1339 coins (c.94% of the evidence). problems of identity
- numismatische-gesellschaft-berlin - thrace - local coinage and regional identity: numismatic research in
the digital age berlin-brandenburgische akademie der wissenschaften, berlin, germany poster coinage and
identity - inc-cin - &rlqv dqg lghqwlw\ duh lqwulfdwho\ olqnhg *uhhn flwlhv 5rpdq hpshuruv dqg 5hqdlvvdqfh
uxohuv doo xvhg frlqv wr vwuhqjwkhq d vhqvh ri froohfwlyh lghqwlw\ 7kurxjk fuhdwlqj ru religion in the
roman empire - - nottingham eprints - coinage project and a number of other publications.1 it is estimated
that in the three and a half centuries from caesar to diocletian, upwards of 500 cit - ies minted coins,
amounting to some 100,000 coin types. 2 the coin imagery roman provincial coinage - rpchmus.ox - m.
horster, coinage and images of the imperial family: local identity and roman rule, jra 26 (2013), pp. 243-61,
discusses the presentation of the imperial family on local coins. a. suspène, germanicus: les témoignages
numismatiques, ccgg xxiv (2013), pp. 175-195, com- geld eint, geld trennt 2: coinage, regionalism and
identities - coinage and identity in caria in the transition from the hellenistic to the roman period. the case
study of alabanda. 9:40 am dario calomino university of warwick the levant after septimius severus: regional
patterns and local identities in the coinage of the oriental provinces. 10:20 am marguerite spoerri oxford
university presence and absence of imperial portrait on roman provincial coins ... the early monetary
history of roman wales: identity ... - the early monetary history of wales: identity, conquest and
acculturation 35 &dudwdfxv µ nlqj¶r iw kh& dwxyhoodxql z krÀ hgz hvwzdugvd iwhuk lvg hihdwl q a. the
greek past and roman present: coinage and local ... - corinthian coinage did not conflict with one
another; rather, it was precisely their coexistence and interaction that aided corinth in creating a new political
and cultural identity appropriate for a jonathan williams - icom - the republican identity of roman imperial
coinage 1st to mid-3rd centuries ad* philological interpretations by jonathan williams, london (united
kingdom)** made for trade: a new view of icenian coinage by john talbot - coinage or east anglian
identity in the late iron age, and the plates allow for much easier identification than has previously been
possible. there is much potential for further study of
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